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TECHNOLOGY on advance
Highest growth in technical facility management

REIWAG’s managing directors
Paul Dragoiu, Viktor Wagner and Thomas Dittrich
keep FM developments in view and
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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen!
From the beginning of 2020, Paul DRAGOIU, Managing Director of our BSS in Romania,
supports the international REIWAG subsidiaries in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Croatia and
Serbia as member of the REIWAG management team. Of course, I – Viktor Wagner – am still
available to you as a networker, ultimate person responsible for all matters and I look forward
to continuing our contacts.
The continuous growth of the REIWAG Group led to a record turnover of more than 82 million
Euros. For a company in the service industry not an everyday result. This is possible only
through excellent quality. The “Leading Company" certificate for REIWAG as well as the
recent numerous awards for our subsidiaries are the reward for the hard work.
Consequence, knowledge, skill and diligence led the entire REIWAG team to the successes
of the past year: sales growth of over 10% and a headcount that has increased from 2,200 to
3,000 employees in the last years. Numbers that could only be achieved through consistent,
highest quality.
Our most important strategic goal is to ensure the long-term employment of all our 3,000
employees in Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Croatia and Serbia but also to
create new jobs!
Thereto, we hold intensive talks with representatives from politics and business. Federal
President Van der Bellen and Economic Chamber President Mahrer were just some of the
personalities whom we were allowed to accompany in recent months for state visits, economic
missions and highly informative events.
We sincerely thank you for the intensive and successful cooperation and assure to do our
utmost to not only satisfy but also to enthuse you!
Sincerely yours,

KR Viktor Wagner
Managing Director

KR Thomas Dittrich
Managing Director
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1. Top News
1.1. We are a LEADING COMPANY
We are very happy about the
LEITBETRIEBE AUSTRIA certificate for
REIWAG Facility Services!
Leading companies are awarded after a
comprehensive qualification process.
Those
exemplary
companies
are
committed to sustainable corporate
success,
innovation
and
social
responsibility.
Our philosophy of sustainability is an
important value orientation that creates
trust not only for the owner, but also for
employees and customers.
KR Thomas Dittrich, Mag. Monica Rintersbacher, KR Viktor Wagner

REIWAG has lived these values since
1903.

1.2. Three awards go to our romanian subsidiary BSS!
Once again, our Romanian company BSS
Building Support Services srl is able to
look back on a very successful year:
Managing Director Paul Dragoiu recently
received three awards:
1st place - national - large companies,
category: building management (CAEN
code 6832) by Chamber of Commerce
(camera de comert)

1st place - "Top large companies",
category
CAEN
code
6832
administration of buildings, by Business
portal "Lista firme" - a portal that evaluates and publishes business data and balance sheets of all
Romanian companies.
1st place – profit, by Business portal "Lista firme", too.
We are very happy about these great awards and thank our entire team in Romania!
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2. Development of REIWAG-Group
2.1. Austria
The Technical Facility Management
sector has been achieving strong growth
for years. This trend continues unchanged
this year.
REIWAG recorded an enormous increase
in sales compared to the same period of
the previous year, which is why the team
was significantly strengthened.
The REIWAG technicians are working for
maintenance and repair work on heating,
air-conditioning and ventilation systems
throughout Austria. Higher-level services
such as consultancy, project planning and
optimization are taken over regularly for our customers.

KR Thomas Dittrich, KR Viktor Wagner

In order to meet market demand, the acquisition of technical service companies is planned for future
expansion. Contracts in the cleaning, reception and security services sectors are also growing strongly.
More exciting news and important information about the Austrian companies of the REIWAG Group are
waiting for you on the following pages!

2.2. Czech Republic – Slovakia – Croatia – Romania – Serbia
The Czech Republic once again recorded particularly strong economic growth. As a result, Prague
has the lowest unemployment rates in Europe. This results in massive statutory increases in basic
wages each year, which pose additional challenges for employers.
KR Viktor Wagner, owner of the REIWAG Group, has been represented as "Eastern Pioneer" in the
Czech Republic for nearly 30 years. At the same time, companies such as Wiener Städtische
(Kooperativa) and Porsche as well as well-known
business partners such as Mag. Andreas Prokes
(Karimpol) and Mag. Georg Stöger (auditor) took
the step to become active on the Czech market.
REIWAG Prague achieved sales of over
CZK 110 million for the first time in almost
30 years of history. Nowadays, the branch office
in Prague manages 500,000m² per day.
The Brno branch continues the trend of significant growth. Sales increase: over 12%!
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The REIWAG branch in Slovakia is growing
continuously. Due to a large number of new
orders, including the commissioning of the 4th hall
in the Senec logistics park, the area managed by
REIWAG now amounts to more than 310,000 m².

The economic upturn in Croatia continues
unabated, making it increasingly difficult to find
workers. REIWAG is one of the market leaders in
Croatia, especially in looking after the largest
shopping centers. In addition to the technical
maintenance, also cleaning, reception services,
green maintenance, winter services and all other
services requested by the customer are carried
out professionally. Numerous new orders
increased sales by a further 15%.

Romania. As national market leader, BSS
serves customers throughout Romania. Founded
in 2003, more than 800 employees already work
to the highest standards for our national and
international customers. Every year we are able
to report "all time high" sales in Romania. In the
previous year there was again an increase of
11%. We are very proud of the award by the
Romanian Chamber of Commerce as the best
facility management company in the category
'administration of buildings'.

City Center One, Shopping Center

Serbia is becoming more and more interesting
for international investors. Several large funds are
building office buildings and logistics parks. The
flagship project "Belgrade Waterfront" has already
been partially completed and handed over. The
positive prospects for the future in Serbia led
REIWAG to set up a branch in Belgrade in 2016.
The subsidiary has been characterized by
significant annual sales increases since it was
founded. Numerous new customers and order
expansions contributed to the fact that we are now
able to serve customers in commercial, technical
and infrastructural facility management.
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Belgrade Waterfront

3. Highlights from the REIWAG Group
3.1. Thomas Dittrich awarded with title “Kommerzialrat”
KR Thomas Dittrich has been senior
executive for our company since 1989.
As Managing Director of the Austrian
parent company REIWAG Facility Services
as well as many subsidiaries, he has had
and has been instrumental in the expansion
of the group of companies to the current
size of 3,000 employees and an annual
turnover of EUR 81 million!
For valuable services to the Viennese
economy,
Federal
President
Dr. Alexander van der Bellen has decided
to award Mr. Thomas Dittrich, Managing
Director of the REIWAG Group, the
professional title "Kommerzialrat" (abbr.
“KR”).

Mag. Meinhard Eckl, KR Thomas Dittrich, DI Walter Ruck

3.2. Anniversary: We celebrate 20 years of REIWAG Graz
Awarded by the Styrian Chamber of
Commerce
Although at the end of the nineties some of
our subsidiaries abroad founded Viktor
Wagner's exciting internationalization
strategy, securing and guaranteeing the
comprehensive provision of services in the
mother country Austria was a big goal: in
1999 the Graz branch was founded.
20 years later, we are very happy that our
goal has been achieved so successfully in
the long term.
In September 2019, the Chamber of
Commerce of Styria awarded us the award
for
this
20-year
entrepreneurial
achievement.
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3.3. Good contacts to politics and business
At the invitation of Federal Chancellor Sebastian Kurz and other high-ranking representatives of the
Austrian Federal Government, KR Wagner recently took part in several delegation trips and business
forums. Sebastian Kurz already visited REIWAG in 2011 and was very impressed by our corporate
culture.

KR Viktor Wagner; Sebastian Kurz – Federal Chancellor

KR Viktor Wagner; Dr. Johannes Hahn – EU Commissioner

Dr. Margarete Schramböck - Federal Minister for Digital and
Economic Affairs; KR Viktor Wagner

Federal President Dr. Alexander Van der Bellen;
KR Viktor Wagner

3.4. 2016: Visit of Austrian Federal President Dr. Heinz Fischer
State visit to Prague: In April 2016, we had the great honor of welcoming the Austrian Federal
President Dr. Heinz Fischer and his wife Margit in Prague. As part of the close cooperation between
Austria and the Czech Republic,
the Federal President's visit took
place on the occasion of two
company anniversaries of the
REIWAG Group.
KR Wagner: "The great interest
of
Dr. Fischer
in
the
achievements of our company
was surpassed only by his
warmth towards all those people
present. "

KR Thomas Dittrich; Dr. Heinz Fischer – former Austrian Federal President;
KR Viktor Wagner
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3.5. Decoration of Honour in Gold for Services to the Republic of Austria
2017: Dr. Reinhold Mitterlehner, at this time
Austrian Vice Chancellor and Federal Minister,
presented the Decoration of Honour in Gold for
Services to the Republic of Austria to Mr. Viktor
Wagner.
Mr. Viktor Wagner was nominated personally by
the former Austrian Federal President Dr. Heinz
Fischer for this award during his state visit to
Prague.
Federal President Dr. Heinz Fischer attached great
Vice Chancellor (ret.) and Federal Minister (ret.) Dr. Reinhold
importance to a strict standard when applying for
Mitterlehner; KR Viktor Wagner
this award: the Decoration of Honor should only be
awarded to those who have performed outstanding work of public utility and services for the Republic
of Austria.

3.6. Best credit rating:
confirmed by KSV 1870
According to Austria's leading credit
reference agency KSV 1870, the TOP 10
companies of the cleaning branch have turned out flawlessly, but the
majority of the companies have credit standing problems:
“The best credit standing received the company REIWAG, a service
group which acts in Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Serbia
and Croatia. The company provides a wide range of services like
Property Management, Technical Facility Management, Facility Services
and Environmental Engineering.”

KR Viktor Wagner
Managing Director of REIWAG Facility Services Group

Rating by Dun & Bradstreet
Bisnode / Dun & Bradstreet also attest REIWAG an excellent
credit rating:
The D&B score is a fantastic 100/100. The D&B ranking shows 4A 1 (risk indicator 1)
and thus the lowest possible default risk!
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3.7. Our national and international awards
Competition analysis for national and international awards show it again and again: REIWAG is at the
forefront of all assessed criteria such as sales growth, creditworthiness, workplace procurement,
innovation, continuity, creativity and customer orientation!
Our latest award is the certification as a member of LEITBETRIEBE AUSTRIA, which is granted to only
the most successful companies in Austria. In addition, we are very proud to be among the most dynamic
TOP 500 companies in Europe for the sixth time. Both, REIWAG and the Czech subsidiary KOMWAG
a.s. have been awarded several times as SUPERBRAND.
Hidden Champion Austria, Entrepreneur Of The Year and awards from the State of Vienna and the
Republic of Austria complete a pleasingly long list.

Goldenes Ehrenzeichen
für Verdienste um die
Republik Österreich

Goldenes Verdienstzeichen
des Landes Wien

4. REIWAG in the media
4.1. Jobs without age limit
How successfully the entire company secures jobs and how much esteem is given to older employees
can be seen from the large number of experienced and long-standing employees. Employees over
50 years:

REIWAG Facility Services
REIWAG Rail Services
LEWAG Hausservices

32,2 %
20,8 %
24,0 %

wrote an article about REIWAG and its attitude that has unfortunately become rare in the
private sector. Read it at www.reiwag.com/news/press: "Jobs ohne Alterslimit".
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4.2. Clean business
As a sought-after interviewee in matters of economic development and expansion of Austrian
entrepreneurs to CEE, we are proud to see more than 30 articles by and about the owner Viktor
Wagner and the REIWAG Group appear in daily newspapers, business and trade magazines.

Bribe: once means always
Interview. If one admits corruption, one can not stop, so Reiwag boss Viktor Wagner. He tells why an
accident helped his cleaning company, he had problems with Muslim employees and he did not get all the
orders.
by Antonia Löffler

Die Presse: You started in the central savings bank. The
classic profession for life. How did it take you from
there to the cleaning industry??
Viktor Wagner: My grandfather founded a cleaning
company in 1903. But my dad thought that was uncertain.
I should do something pragmatic. So I went to the central
savings bank. I am grateful for the time, because I learned
there that money is printed paper that should be treated as
emotionless as possible. The mother of a friend then said,
I should go to New York and inform myself about the
cleaning industry, that is the business of the future.
Why New York?
She had information from friends there. So I flew to New
York in 1967 with the cheapest machine - it was
adventurous - and learned at National Cleaning. But I did
not have the money to stay long and could only afford one
meal a day. When I got back, I asked my father for his
business license.

© Die Presse

America at the same price as the competitors because I
made the processes more economical. …

He had nothing against it?
„I can not stop it anyway.“, were his words. Soon after, I
had a no-fault car accident. This gave me the capital stock
for a VW Beetle. I removed the passenger seat for the
cleaning machine, went on the Ring from one place to
another and introduced myself: "Hello, I would like to
clean your windows, please."

The golden times are over - how do you grow since
then?
I am called East Pioneer because I went to Czechoslovakia
in 1991 as the first cleaning company. Five years later, I
came up with the idea of investing in the cleaning of city
streets and garbage collection in Prague. The city later
became my shareholder.

The answer was „welcome“?
Not always. Until today, a part of my success is the
tenacity. If you have goals - and they are hopefully
reasonable - you should not give up. In 1968, I was
fortunate that I could earn more with the knowledge from

Did you get any other cities on board?
My dog died 27 years ago and my wife said he can not be
processed into animal feed.

….
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I've looked around who burned animals in Vienna, and
found a company that did more badly than right. I bought
them and turned them into the Vienna Animal
Crematorium, which I own by 51 percent, 49 percent
belong to the city of Vienna. The status of the pet is getting
bigger, that's a success story.
Do you often hear prejudice against your profession?
Yes, in the beginning the image of the cleaning staff was
in need of improvement. It was and still is our job to make
the customers aware that they are wonderful people. Some
of them, through no fault of their own, did not have the
chance to receive the education we received and who make
something of their lives. We have almost no labour
turnover, people know that they are valuable.
That attracts few Austrians.
That's right, we have few Austrians. People from 39
countries work here, especially from the former
Yugoslavia. The children go to school here and are often
completely accent-free Austrians. This culture has a higher
acceptance of adapting than the Muslim one. Also when
cleaning: We had Muslim employees who did not want to
be told by a woman. If someone is a supervisor, the gender
does not matter. Anyone who does not accept this must
think about whether he is in good hands in the company.
You are active in Eastern European countries, from
which many cleaners come: Do you still find enough
employees there?
In the Czech Republic we have great difficulty finding
workforce. There are many cleaners from Ukraine. Czechs,

like Austrians or Germans, hardly go into the cleaning of
buildings. There is a mass migration to the countries where
the work is paid much better than at home.
This is a chain reaction from Moldova to Austria.
This is the game of supply and demand. Recently I was on
the job market for asylees and surprised by the good
German language skills. That's a key. We have training
courses that teach application engineering, chemical- and
machine science. If you do not understand this, we must
not send you to the customer.
What else do you ask for?
What I have told my employees in all countries over and
over again: No bribe! Once means always. You do not
know where the money will go. And if there is a political
change in the country, you can be affected by the scandal
and gone. Some tenders we do not get and are boycotted
here and there by clients.
In which countries?
Corruption is everywhere. Also in Austria. That is well
known. In Romania it is particularly problematic. We do
not do business with the Romanian government at all.
You said you learned how to handle money without
emotion. Have you always succeeded in this during
your career?
Reiwag is fully equity financed. I only ever spent the
money I already earned. We finance the expansion from
cash flow and do not pour profits. We do not need that. I
have a reasonable income, that's enough.…

[You can read the full article at www.reiwag.com/news/presse]

Vienna: REIWAG
wants to buy big in Eastern Europe
Service provider targets ISS subsidiaries in Romania, the Czech Republic and Slovenia
As an "Eastern Pioneer" Reiwag already operates with more than 1000 employees in Romania and the Czech Republic.
In Slovenia the ISS acquisition would be the market entry. "We hope that the sales negotiations will start soon," says
Wagner.
[The full article can be found at www.reiwag.com/news/presse]
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5. The REIWAG Group
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5.1. Trust in REIWAG!

7 GOOD REASONS
to trust REIWAG Facility Services
1. Excellent references. Many customer relationships are existing for more than
40 years, for example with Allianz.
2. Hardly fluctuation. Our employees appreciate REIWAG and we appreciate the
loyalty and seniority of our employees. The huge number of employee’s
jubilees testifies it.
3. Highest solvency. The ranking of KSV 1870 confirmed REIWAG the best credit
rating of all comparable companies.
4. Highly awarded. Tested by a variety of national and international
organizations and approved: REIWAG is certified member of LEITBETRIEBE
AUSTRIA, Europe's Top 500, Austria 's Hidden Champion and Business
Superbrand. KR Viktor Wagner is pleased with the title Entrepreneur of the
Year.
5. Fully flexible. We are committed to the goal of making our customers' wishes
fulfilled. This is the basis of our more than 115 years of success.
6. Quality made to measure. Fabulous assessments by our customers reflect the
quality of our services! Perfect quality is paying off for customers, for our
employees, for REIWAG.
7. Perfect network. Memberships and functions in the prestigious domestic and
foreign interest groups ensure that we are always on the most current state of
knowledge about the latest developments in the sector.
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5.2. Best references in Austria and abroad
REIWAG group is operating in Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Croatia, Romania and Serbia. Overall,
nearly 3,000 employees are working in our team. REIWAG Austria currently employs people from
34 different nations.
Due to the international network more and more companies rely on the services of their best-known
REIWAG group: excerpt from the references for Technical

Facility Management

5.3. Percentage share of sales in REIWAG-Group
Croatia
5%

Slovakia Serbia
2%
1%

Czech Republic
21%

Austria
47%

Romania
24%
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5.4. Serviced area in the individual countries
Currently the equity-financed REIWAG services group, which operates in Austria, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Romania, Croatia and Serbia, manages more than 6.5 million square meters daily!

Country

Company

since

serviced area in m²

Austria

REIWAG Facility Services GmbH

1903

1.610.000

Czech Rep REIWAG Facility Services s.r.o.

1991

675.000

Slovakia

REIWAG Facility Services SK s.r.o.

2004

310.000

Romania

BSS Building Support Services s.r.l.

2006

3.440.000

Croatia

REIWAG Facility Services d.o.o.

2006

506.000

Serbia

REIWAG Facility Services d.o.o.

2016

48.500
6.589.500 (a)

Czech Rep KOMWAG a.s.

1996

59.620.000 (b)

services: waste management, street-cleaning,
cleaning of pedestrian area, green servicing, etc.

(a) approx. 1.627 football fields
(b) approx. 14.721 football fields

Serbia

Alwag d.o.o.

2011

services: PET-recycling, environmental technology
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12.000 to/year
pet-flakes

5.5. Companies of REIWAG-Group
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6. Austria
6.1. REIWAG Facility Services GmbH

www.reiwag.com

REIWAG, founded in 1903 in Vienna, offers real estate owners optimal possibilities for cost savings
through nationwide services in Austria and registers permanent order growth especially with the "ALL
BY ONE" service.
All over Austria 1.6 million square meters are serviced daily by our qualified employees.
More than 9,800 customer reviews in the previous year certified our highest quality standards: the
average shows the outstanding grade of 1.14 for our services and employees!
For real estate owners and real estate users, the optimal management of their buildings is a special
asset and contributes significantly to the increase in value:
Technical Facility Management: High-quality real estate has modern and complex technical facilities
that often serve not only the comfort but also the safety of the people. Our employees ensure the smooth
operation of the technical building equipment. Through our 24/7-on-call service, our technicians repair
timely and sustained disruptions around the clock.
Infrastructural Facility Management: Whether building cleaning, reception, security or catering - our
services are geared to the consistent preservation of value and the increase in attractiveness of the
property being serviced. 365 days a year.
Commercial Facility Management: In the management of real estate, we focus on both qualitative and
cost-relevant aspects. Building management must not only save money, but must secure and increase
the income of the property in the long term.

Our customers include many important austrian and international companies, such as the major
insurance companies like Vienna Insurance Group, Allianz, Wüstenrot and Zurich.
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More and more companies entrust REIWAG with

TECHNICAL Facility Management
REIWAG is service provider for Technical Facility Management: We operate, maintain and repair
technical systems for customers from a wide variety of industries in six European countries.
As a professional provider, we ensure the necessary functionality of the technical systems and carry
out the legally prescribed maintenance and checks. Depending on your needs, we would be happy to
support you in Technical Facility Management as a service partner with all technical services. We
provide you with high-quality services from professional maintenance and inspection to
troubleshooting, up to modernization and repairs. Trust in REIWAG - we are your reliable and high
quality partner in the field of heating, cooling and ventilation technology for your commercial property.
In addition to international groups, such as VAMED, Allianz, Xerox and Pfizer our company also
services Sports Direct, John Harris Fitness, WKÖ branch offices, the logistics center in Hagenbrunn
and the medical service center MED22 in the field of Technical Facility Management.

Refurbishment Projekt EMC² Austria

Medical service center MED22

REIWAG is responsible for the management of
the entire building automation, safety
technology and all access systems.
Larger individual projects such as renovations,
conversions but also relocations, as well as the
renewal of the entire IT structure were
successfully implemented for our customers.

Logistics center Hagenbrunn
Our success factors for our customers:
 24/7 on-call service



Reliability and courtesy

 Short reaction time and high flexibility



Central organization and one contact person

 High quality technical services



Nationwide service network
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6.2. LEWAG Hausservice GmbH

www.lewag.at

With proven experience and a new momentum we are serving and
maintaing the common area properties of our clients.
LEWAG specializes in cleaning, maintenance and care work for the
general areas of larger residential complexes. The excellent quality
standard of LEWAG leads to a considerably increasing number of new
orders in recent months.
LEWAG counts more than 80 property management companies among its customers, for whom
around 200 objects in the area of house service, winter service and greenfield service are looked after.
All LEWAG vehicles are equipped with GPS locating devices, which facilitates a transparent and
optimised operational planning. Further technical developments are in preparation, among other things
it is planned to report with a touch screen system any defects in a house to the central office, which
forwards them to the property management.
Our long-lasting and trained employees sweep and wash all floors, wipe handrails and post boxes,
remove advertising material and clean windows in the staircase and common rooms such as laundry
and bike rooms.
That is what our employees say:
„The solidarity to the company LEWAG means a lot to me. The customers,
employees and supervisors are great."
Remzi Kojuncu, for 25 years in our LEWAG-team

„I am part of the company. LEWAG receives many
orders and offers a secure job. "
Turan Hidir, for 13 years in our LEWAG-team
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6.3. REIWAG Rail Services GmbH

www.reiwag.com

The REIWAG RAIL Services GmbH is a prime example of successful outsourcing of services in railway
wagons as well as the corresponding logistic of the Austrian railways.
In 2006, many civil servants were taken over who
now operate in the private sector and are
motivated in providing outstanding services to the
fullest satisfaction of the ÖBB in several federal
states.
REIWAG Rail Services can once again look back
on a very successful financial year. Since the start
of full operation at the new Vienna Central
Station, many new jobs have been created for
employees. We are pleased that our team has
now grown to 245 employees.
Press
release:
Exemplary
employees - Within a few weeks,
two employees of a cleaning team
made spectacular finds in ÖBB's
railjets. A tourist left her purse with EUR 4,000
cash in the express train, another lady forgot her
travel bag and precious jewelery. Both finds could
be returned to their owners a little later.
Here are some impressive figures from the
previous year:






Internal cleaning
Washing up
Cleaning
Disposal
Loading

285.000 waggons
14 Mio. m² floors
18 Mio. seats
900 tons of garbage
18.000 vehicles

ÖBB board member Valerie Hackl thanked the two honest
finders and presented travel vouchers. Foto: Zwefo

In addition to the locations Vienna, Wr. Neustadt,
Laa an der Thaya, Retz, Grossschweinbarth,
Mistelbach, Gänserndorf, Hohenau, Payerbach,
Wolfsthal and Bruck an der Leitha, our REIWAG
Rail Services employees are also working crossborder for the daily in-transit-cleaning on the
"railjet".
Due to the excellent quality of our service, the
cooperation with ÖBB-PV is secured for the next
years.
Contract extension
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6.4. Wiener Tierkrematorium GmbH
Tierfriedhof Wien GmbH

www.wtk.at
www.tfwien.at

In 1992, the Viennese animal crematorium was established as a dignified alternative to conventional
carcass disposal.
The team around Managing Director Melanie Wachter cares for a steadily growing number of animal
owners, who are grateful to offer their beloved, deceased pets a dignified farewell.
On the telephone number +43 (0)1/ 523 46 79 the Viennese Animal Crematory (wtk) as well as the
Viennese Pet Cemetery (tfwien) can be contacted 24 hours a day. Further information can be found at
www.wtk.at and www.tfwien.at

6.5. Petapp GmbH

www.petapp.net

The youngest company in the REIWAG Group is Petapp GmbH. It is a free mobile app that will provide
pet owners with many handy features.
The team is absolutely convinced of its success, especially as beside Austria there is also a great
potential in Germany and Switzerland: "It's not just any app, it’s the most important app for pet-loving
pet owners. There is nothing like it."

For more information, please visit www.petapp.net.
The new version of Petapp is now available for Android and iOS.
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7. Czech Republic
7.1. KOMWAG a.s.

www.komwag.cz

Jaroslav Stružka

Ing. Jan Petružálek

Managing Director
Chairman of the board

Technical Director
Deputy Chairman

For more than 20 years, KOMWAG has been a specialist in city and street cleaning, garbage disposal
and environmental management.
In 1996 the public limited company KOMWAG a.s.
(KOM for Kommunal - WAG for Wagner) was founded
as a joint venture with the city of Prague: a small
company with outdated machines in a dilapidated office
building in Prague 2 was transformed into a modern,
successful service company, which today employs more
than 200 people. The orange colored vehicles with blue
inscriptions are on the way in the West and South
Bohemia as well as in some cities of Moravia.
Since its foundation the company has been run by
Jaroslav Stružka as managing director and chairman
of the board; for more than fifteen years he has been
assisted by the technical director and deputy chairman
Ing. Jan Petružálek. The annual turnover has
increased significantly and has already exceeded
CZK 290 million

The KOMWAG office building, which opened
in 2015, was awarded with a Czech
architecture prize.
KOMWAG a.s. was awarded as Czech
SUPERBRAND several times. Proof that the
KOMWAG brand is well-known in the Czech
Republic, offering excellent quality.
Ing. Jan Petružálek, Jaroslav Stružka,.Fed. Pres. Dr. Heinz Fischer (ret.),
KR Viktor Wagner, KR Thomas Dittrich
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7.2. REIWAG Facility Services s.r.o.

www.reiwag.cz

Paul Dragoiu

Zuzana Mizerová

Int. Managing Director

Managing Director

Lucie Rybová

Ing. Lucie Tušerová

Authorised representative

Branch Manager Brno

In 1991 KR Viktor Wagner started to expand his service company REIWAG Facility Services GmbH in
former Czechoslovakia. It was called "East Pioneer".
As early as 1999, the range of services was extended to
technical services. Experience that has been retained
over the years in the company: For both CEO Zuzana
Mizerová and authorized representative Lucie Rybová
have been the contact persons for our customers
throughout the Czech Republic for more than 20 years.
Ing. Lucie Tušerová has been providing customer
satisfaction for over 15 years in the Brno branch, which
was founded in 2002.

The Greenline Kačerov

With its branches in Prague and Brno, REIWAG was
able to position itself nationwide as a full-service
provider in the area of technical and infrastructural
facility services. The eco-friendly office building "The
Green Line Kačerov" is one of our satisfied full-serviceclients (15,268 m²). In total, the two branches already
serve more than 670,000 m² daily.

In the rehabilitation clinic Malvazinky, REIWAG is
responsible for the entire catering. For 180 patients and
about 300 employees, delicious and healthy meals are
prepared fresh every day. Since the start of the contract
in 2014, more than 1 million meals have already been
served.

5 years of Catering in Clinik Malvazinky

In 2016 we had the great honor to welcome the Austrian
Federal President Dr. Heinz Fischer with his wife
Margit during his state visit to Prague.
2016: Austrian Federal President Dr. Heinz Fischer
with two REIWAG-Ladies
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8. Croatia
8.1. REIWAG Facility Services d.o.o

www.reiwag.hr

Paul
KR Viktor
Dragoiu
Wagner

Mario Fijala, B.Eng.IT

Geschäftsführer
Int.
Managing Director

Managing Director

In Croatia, REIWAG continues to be the market leader
in the area of facility management for shopping
centers. In addition to the technical maintenance also
cleaning, reception services, green maintenance, winter
services and all other services requested by the
customer are carried out professionally.
Especially the Austrian clients ensure a steady,
successful growth. Numerous new orders increased
sales by a further 15%.

City Center One, Shopping Center

9. Slovakia
9.1. REIWAG Facility Services SK s.r.o.

www.reiwag.sk

Paul
KR Viktor
Dragoiu
Wagner

DI Vladimír Pospech

Int.
Managing Director
Geschäftsführer

Country Manager

Encouraged by the success story in the Czech Republic and in demand from international customers,
we founded a branch office in Slovakia in 2004.
This subsidiary has recorded continuous organic growth since its inception. We are particularly pleased
that for some years now we have also been able to gain contracts in property management.
Due to a large number of new orders, REIWAG Slovakia's daily serviced space now exceeds
300,000 m².
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10. Romania
10.1. Building Support Services s.r.l.

www.bss.ro
As the market leader in technical facility
management, BSS supports customers throughout
Romania. Compared to the previous year, sales
reached an all time high of + 11%.
800 employees look after around 3.5 million square
meters per day.

Paul Dragoiu
Managing Director

BSS - Building Support Services srl was founded in
2003 and has gained a nationwide reputation in the
local real estate and facility management marketplace:
Most recently with 1st place as the best large
national company in the category 'Administration of
buildings', awarded by the Romanian Chamber of
Commerce. Many other awards preceded this.
The variety of services includes real estate and
accounting management, technical and infrastructural
facility management, the full range of cleaning
activities, specialized regulated and supportive
services, all in Bucharest and all major urban
agglomerations in Romania.

2019: Preisverleihung bei der CIJ-Gala: „Best Facility
Manager“

International know-how brought in by the owner
REIWAG, guaranteed quality standards in all services
rendered, competence and integrity of the employees,
all this has created the trust and appreciation of
international real estate owners. These include:

Due to the excellent business development, our company has positioned itself on top of the industry.
Paul Dragoiu was nominated by REIWAG as Managing Director in 2015. His team and he are
responsible for the development, the success and the positioning of BSS in the Romanian market.
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11. Serbia
11.1. REIWAG Facility Services d.o.o.

www.reiwag.rs

Paul Dragoiu

Vladimir Baic, Dipl.-Ing.

Int. Managing Director

Managing Director

The most recent subsidiary was founded in Belgrade in
2016. The range of services includes complete technical
maintenance and infrastructural facility management.
The young company is growing rapidly and is already
gaining customers from various industries:
- Complete Facility and Property Management for the
A-Class office building market
- Technical Facility Management for a first class hotel
in Belgrade
- Cleaning services for one of the newest foreign
investment properties in Subotica

Radisson Collection Belgrade & New Mill Office Building

As a result, the branch was characterized by a
substantial increase in sales last year.
The international integration of REIWAG in many SEE
and CEE countries offers the security of consistently
high quality standards, especially for international
clients. International know-how offers the best basis for
optimal on-site cooperation!

11.2. ALWAG d.o.o.

Swarovski

www.alwag.rs

In 2011 REIWAG has completed a joint venture with one of the
largest and most successful companies in Serbia, the company
ALING Conel.
The business purpose is to process pressed plastic
bottles to granules or flakes from which plastic is made
again (Pet to Pet). According to experts, the plant in
Gajdobra near Novi Sad in Serbia is considered as one
of the most modern environmental facilities in Europe!
“In this way, we will be making a major contribution
towards the improvement of the environment in the
entire region”, Viktor Wagner, managing director of
REIWAG, is convinced.
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12. Tribute to our employees
It is always a touching and enjoyable experience when every 5 years our employees are honored by our
managing directors for their many years of excellent work in the REIWAG team. Last year our two managing
directors, KR Viktor Wagner and KR Thomas Dittrich, visited a large number of employees at their workplace
with the Division Manager responsible for the customer in order to congratulate personally!
The fact that representatives of the client like to attend our employee honors, very often give a solemn speech
in a festive setting, sometimes even accompanied by gifts, shows the high acceptance of our employees. The
large number of our honors is proof of the pleasingly low labour turnover in the REIWAG service group. If
employees even stay until their retirement, we see it as an award for our entire team!
For reasons of space, we can only highlight a few of our many employee honors here. All of them can be viewed at:
www.reiwag.com/team/mitarbeiterjubilaeen

25 and 5 years REIWAG

15 years REIWAG

Reinhold Lang / Elvira Nocic
client: Raiffeisen

Irena Ganic
client: VKB-Volkskreditbank AG

25 years REIWAG

5 years REIWAG

B.Marijic / M.Petricevic / R.Savic
client: Spardat

Selvira Omerovic
client: SHT

25 years REIWAG

10 years REIWAG

Merima Hasic
retirement

Verka Amedoska
client: Caritas
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